
Price List – clients 

Then, you have to dynamize the water thanks to the Biodynamizer®

which reproduces the natural cycle of water in an accelerated way by 
copying the movements of water which flows freely in nature since the 
dawn of time. This 100% natural technology regenerates water to 
make it comparable to mountain water filled with energy (photonics).
The Biodynamizer® works without electricity, maintenance or 
consumables and is easily removable in case of moving.

At first, it is therefore important to remove the pollutants that it may still 
contain. To do this we offer a filtration of new technology with activated 
carbon compressed in a hollow fiber which integrates ionized silver.
The Biofilter ® is probably the most efficient and effective activated 
carbon filter on the market. The filter cartridge must be replaced every 
150 m3 (< 150,000 L) and max 1 year.

Prices – 2021

* Standard placement cost in Belgium which includes: labor + supplies (eg valves, fittings, flexible hoses …) + travel costs of the 
plumber up to a maximum of 100 km round trip from Brussels + freight cost of the devices to your house ; Does not include 
specific installations, bypass for swimming pool, pressure manometer and any additional work requested by the customer. 
Indicative price subject to acceptance by the installer.

Recommended price list* Purchase price excluding 

taxes & excluding transport 

Purchase price

With Belgian 

VAT 21%

Biodynamizer®

(no maintenance, no consumables)

2.800 € 3.388 €

Biofilter® (cartridge 150 m3 included) 480 € 581 €

Placement costs (flat rate) ** 450 € 545 €

Additional replacement cartridge 150 m3

(Biofilter)

190 € 230 €

Biolimescaler* (additional limescale

treatment)

680 € 823 €

To dynamize water, 3 successive steps are essential:
1) Filtration (Biofilter)
2) Restructuration (Biodynamizer)
3) Energization of water (Biodynamizer)

So, tap water will transform into dynamized water, equivalent to                   
mountain water!

* These prices can vary by 10% for international sales

In the event that the hardness of the tap water exceeds 40 ° F (French 
degrees) then we recommend an additional limescale treatment device, 
the Biolimescaler®
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